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GT-Command V 2.1 has been very much improved since the release in February 2009.
The basic functionality is PC based voice control, monitoring and automation of model
railways. GT-Command is unsurpassed with regard to simultaneous control of many
trains and for hands-free and eye-free application. GT-Command 2.1 supports operation
with digital centrals from Märklin, Fleischmann, Roco, Uhlenbrock, ESU and Lenz. The
program can be applied with wired headset and wireless headset for both hands-free and
eye-free application on a random place next to the layout. GT-Command has an
integrated game and competition platform.
GT-Command is available with the following extensions:
GT-Games: TF2 with transportation tasks for two simultaneous trains.
GT-Command Extra allows more users with automation and voice control to connect to
the layout via the model railway PC. GT-Command Extra is installed on extra PC’s and
allows up to 8 simultaneous users to connect to the layout with their own PCs. Wellsuited for clubs and common layouts.
GT-Command PRO is an extension of the automation and voice control. GT-Command
PRO allows performance of an unlimited number of automation simultaneously and
highly intensive running in all directions. Furthermore performance sequences can be
displayed on several screens for general monitoring.
GT-Command 3L is for the users who wish to apply several languages simultaneously.
GT-Command 3L contains 3 voice control languages, e.g. German, English and Danish.
GT-Command 3L is well-suited for language teaching in foreign languages and for multiuser applications in boarder areas. GT-Command 3L is applied for exhibition layouts as
well where guests speak through a fixed microphone to the train on an exhibition layout.
Such a system is available at e.g. Denmark’s Railway Museum in Odense, where the
system change language depending on the user’s nationality.

Facts box:
- Easy and simple basic package for model railway
control on XP, Vista and Windows 7.
- Contains Monitoring, automatic data collection
from digital centrals, voice control and automation.
Well-suited for intensive operation.
- Contains a game and task platform allowing you to
run tasks and perform competitions on the layout.
- Available with English, German, Danish, Dutch
voice control. Dutch from April 2010.
- For kids 10+ as well as senior people

